
With Visible Developer You Can ...

Moderization of Legacy 
Applications can't be easier.

  
Work Smarter and Faster ... 

Visible Developer's model-based 
approach to application design and development lets 

you spend more time solving business problems 
and less time sweating technical details. 

Visible Developer generates up to 95% of the business 
logic from your application model. Its "code patterns" 

translate the model into robust, modular, 
well-documented code. 

Compare Visible Developer to similar products. Only 
Visible Developer helps you produce executable code when 
building or modernizing your n-tier business applications. 

Take Advantage 
of New Technologies 
Generated applications incorporate 
best programming practices for N-
tiered architectures.

Leverage Your Existing 
Database Design 
You can extract database schema 
information (tables, fields, data types, 
relationship, keys, etc.) from your 
existing databases. 

Generate Code 
Code patterns exist for VB, ASP, 
VB.NET, C# and ASP.NET. 

Design Business Objects 
Use familiar design concepts 
(properties, methods, views, and rules) 
to express business requirements. 
These design choices result in gener
ated code that is close to your final 
application. 

Synchronize After Changing 
Database Design 
Synchronize your applications with 
modifications made to the database 
schema. 

Roundtrip Software Development 
Refine your generated code by adding 
business rule logic between edit 
points. Then, if you must regenerate 
the code, your customized changes 
are preserved. 

Learn By Doing 
Learn 3-tier application development 
by examining working code. 
Components generated by 
Visible Developer are extensively 
documented.A tutorial takes you 
through the process step-by-step. Visible Developer 

Visible Developer. .. part of    the Visible Systems suite of 
End-to-End Application Development Tools 

Download your free demo today! 

www.visiblesystemscorp.com 

Visible
®

711 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02111 
617-902-0767

www.visiblesystemscorp.com



Visible Developer 
The Best Route to Enterprise Development

 
---------------------------------- ---------

Generate and customize 
your application in 1. Import a schema from

Access, SQL Server, Oracle,
D82 or I nformix.

2. Design your business

objects.

3. Apply a VB6, ASP, VB.
NET, C#, ASP.NET or a

Stored Procedure Code
Pattern

4. Customize code
between Edit points and

regenerate without losing

new code

5. Run the fully execut
able, well documented,

3-tier business application

6. Track changes using
Polaris

6 easy steps! 
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"Visible Developer is a real gem because it not only implements best practices, but also teaches you 
why they are best practices. After several years of doing only MS-Access development, I've had a 
huge learning curve with the transition to .NET and SQL Server. Visible Developer has dramatically 
eased that burden in two ways: letting me build a (mostly) functional application through the use of a 
powerful and intuitive designer (Visible Developer itself); giving me a 'custom study guide' in the 
form of well-written, nicely structured code that directly addresses the business problem I'm trying to 
solve. I've learned more about thinking in "objects" working with Visible Developer than I've learned 
in the last ten years." 

Ron Porter, Programmer Analyst 

Crestline Coach 
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